Karibu! To the Kenya Airways Careers Site

Kenya Airways prides itself in being the Pride of Africa. At Kenya Airways we believe that our greatest asset is our people.

Are you a Kenyan currently pursuing pilot training?

If you are a Kenyan currently pursuing pilot training and possess a minimum of KCSE mean grade C plain with C plain in Math, English and Physics/Chemistry/Physical science. Please visit our careers section and create an account indicating your qualifications, stage of training, school and estimated date of Completion. Keep updating your qualifications and once you attain our minimum requirements for a Direct Entry Pilot as stated below, we shall invite you for an interview.

Are you a Pilot Training Institution with Kenyan students pursuing pilot training?

If you are a Pilot training institution with Kenyan Students pursuing pilot training, kindly provide us with their details in regards to their academic qualifications, stage of training and estimated date of Completion.

Our minimum requirements for a Direct Entry Pilot Are as follows:

- Minimum educational qualification of mean grade C or equivalent with at least grade C in English, Mathematics, Physics/Chemistry/Physical Science. Higher qualifications will be an added advantage.
- Grade “A” Aeroplane Performance Rating
- Kenyan CPL with instrument rating with no limitations
- Gas turbines
- Minimum of 250 hours. Accident/incident free
- Must possess strong inter-personal, communication and organizational skills
- Must be a strong team player
- Must have high integrity

Kindly note that the applicants who meet the minimum entry requirements will undergo the following assessments:

1) Aptitude 4) Psychomotor
2) Psychometric 5) Flight
3) Medical 6) Positive referencing

Each applicant will be required to meet the benchmark for each test before progressing to the next stage of the selection process.

Please note that if you have previously applied for a Direct Entry Pilot position and need to update your information, you NEED NOT reapply. You may however update your account details with the necessary qualifications. The updated details will automatically reflect in your application.